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FEBRUARY EDITION
FROM THE EDITORS’ DESK
Dear Readers,
As we stare down the road of this new year and look towards the future, we at Quiver took a trip down memory lane. Fergusson College holds its annual
Departmental and Cultural Fest every December and that was our theme for the second edition of Quiver. We have articles written by various heads of
Words’Worth 2016 which gives an insight to what goes into planning a departmental fest. We also interviewed the heads and volunteers of other departments to get a glimpse into their events and the execution for the same.
On account of the World Health Organisation adopting Mental Health Awareness as its agenda for 2017, we have chosen Mental Health Awareness as a
consistent theme for the remainder of our editions in 2017. We have also introduced a Book List Challenge for this edition where four categories have
been given and we would urge all our readers to read a book from each category. We also hope you find it interesting as well as challenging!
We would like to thank everyone who submitted their articles and poems; your enthusiasm encourages us to work harder for each edition. We would also
like to thank our teammates at Quiver- Sukanya Garg, Sarvika Tuli, Shreya Dutta, Sanika Thaware, Glen Fernandes, Mahima Sagar, Vidisha Chirmulay
and Arunima Rayalu. Thank you for standing by us, our effort as a team is what makes Quiver great!
We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to our professors at the English Department for their unbridled support and valuable input. Our heartfelt
gratitude to our vice-principal, Dr. Sachin Khedkar, in aiding us with uploading our editions on the college website.
Lastly, we would like to thank you dear readers, for being a part of this journey and ensuring its success. We hope you enjoy this edition and the future
editions as well!
Happy Reading!
Harshita Lalwani and Amala Reddie
Head Editors

FEST SEASON
DECEMBER DIARIES
Come December and there’s a sort of excitement in Fergusson College. This excitement is palpable, it’s tangible.
For anyone studying in FC, December means one thing and one thing only— the fests are here! Everyone is busy doing something or the other related to
the fests, whether it’s the second years forming the core teams, the first years deciding what fest to volunteer for, or the third years wondering whether
their juniors will do a job just as excellent as they had done the previous year.
Classes are bunked, plans are made, meetings are conducted, all for the fest!
Every department puts their game face on during this time, they wish to show that they are the best. There is departmental rivalry yes, but it is this friendly
competitive spirit that brings out the finest in all the departments.
December doesn’t only mean that it’s fest time but also Traditional Day and Sari/Tie day. Visit Fergusson on any of these days and be ready to drown in a
sea of gorgeous girls and boys, dressed in their finest wear.
And then arrive those two main days; two days of organising events and making sure that everything goes smoothly. Things seem nightmarish at that point,
but as the saying goes, all’s well that ends well.
The fests are over now but the memories of that joyous month will remain with us forever. There’s always a silver lining though. Come another December
and the enthusiasm will return. Fergusson College will, once again, be lit up with excitement of the fests. Until then, all we can do is live with the stories of
the previous fests and keep that crazy fest spirit safely in our hearts, waiting to be unleashed the next year.
Sarvika Tuli
SYBA
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WORDS’WORTH 2016-WHAT IT REALLY WAS
‘The best things happen unexpectedly.’ These words echoed in my mind when
I was chosen to lead my department’s fest. I was so stunned at being elected
the Head of Words’Worth 2016 that I could not portray the elation at that moment! Soon, the gravity of the situation began to sink in. I realised the enormity
of the task of carrying out the responsibilities and living up to the expectations
that everyone had placed in me.
My insecurities soon disappeared as I realised that I was not alone. I had a
team of seven incredibly talented and sincere people working with me. At the
same time, they were people with whom I had never interacted before. Little
did I know then that we all would become such great friends. They helped me
pick myself up when I was extremely stressed and most importantly, they stood
by
me
till
the
very
end.
Along the way we realised that none of this was easy. It was a month of madness right from designing the logo and t-shirts, listing the events to the final execution of the events. Every aspect required creativity, brainstorming and
spending quite a few sleepless nights! Our catchphrase was #MovingForWord
which eventually became our motto and kept us going.
One of the tasks which deserves special mention would be obtaining financial
support. We were very optimistic at the beginning but things started to look
bleak as the fest approached; we still didn't have the required funds. Sponsors
were turning us down one after the other due to the prevailing money constraints. However, our marketing heads didn't lose hope. They went around
convincing sponsors before finally getting through and surprisingly, we got
funds more than our intended budget.
The last week of December finally arrived and everyone was looking forward
to the two days of the fest. The anticipation was at its peak and everyone was
being pushed to their limits. I remember working from early morning till late
night during that week. There were days when we were mentally and physically exhausted along with being forever hungry. It was difficult to explain this
frenzy and mayhem to my parents as they are not locally from Pune and had
never experienced anything like this before!
The two days of the fest seemed to fly by in a haze of jaw-dropping banners,
posters, props, slogans, singing anthems by Pink Floyd, the Beatles and the unforgettable Bohemian Rhapsody and best of all making everyone take filmy
poses (credits to our co-head Sarthak Pawar). Our events were innovative, creative and interesting! In the end our hard work, perseverance and belief in each
other paid off. Truly, Words'Worth 2016 could not have been a bigger success!
I would like to conclude by thanking our Head of the English department, Dr.
Sujata Bamane and our teacher coordinator, Mr. Chetan Sonawane for providing us with this opportunity and guiding us throughout the fest. I would also
like to thank all the volunteers without whom this fest wouldn't have been possible. Finally, my heartfelt gratitude to my stellar core team- Shrishti, Sarthak,
Shantanu, Asterilla, Harshita, Aparna and Sarvika! We have laughed, cried,
taken decisions together and most importantly believed in each other. Thank
you for making this so much more than work.
Shreya Dutta
SYBA

FESTALGIA
Throughout my life I have heard my relatives and cousins speak in awe of their
vibrant college life. They would go on about the late night study sessions, morning tea at the college canteen, visits to Xerox shops and making that one amazing restaurant next to college their second home. What they never really spoke
about was working with your classmates for the annual Departmental Fest. And
that is exactly what I wish to talk about.
The Departmental Fest takes place in the last week of December for which preparations had begun in the last week of September. I found myself working as one
of the Event Heads for the English Department’s fest, Words’Worth, along with
7 of my classmates. At our first meeting we were slowly settling into our respective roles and getting to know each other. On the last day of the fest we were
singing ‘I’ll be there for you’ by The Rembrandts and brimming with pride and
love for each other. May sound mushy but it’s true, us Words’Worth folks were
singing whenever we got the chance.
The To-Do list was a pretty long one. I was ticking things off the list and adding
new tasks every other day, until there were no more things to be done. That
meant that D-day was here and it was time to execute all that we had been planning for two months. There is no greater feeling in the world than seeing an
event you and your co-head have been working on for months come to life, it reminds you to have faith in each other’s ideas and to back each other up as well.
Those two days of the fest I was running from classroom to classroom, eating
lunch at odd hours, talking more than I’d ever talked in my entire life, helping
out my team mates and most importantly, having the time of my life. I have always been a reserved person, finding comfort in my own private shell. But
Words’Worth taught me that sometimes stepping outside your comfort zone can
be the most rewarding experience of one’s life. I also found a sense of belongingness amidst my peers as we shouted quintessentially English major chants at
the rally.
The best part about Words’Worth was bonding with my fellow team members.
Earlier when we passed each other by, there would be a brief exchange of pleasantries. Now, we reminisce inside jokes and talk about anything under the sun.
These are people who will always occupy a special place in my heart and I hope
our sense of camaraderie and solidarity lasts for what’s left of our college lives.
I am grateful to have been a part of Words’Worth 2016 and given the chance I
would turn back in time and do it all again.
40 pages full of planning. 38 team mates. Three hours of chanting slogans. Two
days of Departmental Fest. One experience of a lifetime.
Harshita Lalwani
SYBA
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WHEN WORDS WERE WORTH IT
The Annual Departmental fest of Fergusson College is always the most awaited event by all the students of our college. All the departments begin their
preparations for the events while trying to add their own individual touch to
them. This year, the Department of English came up with #MovingForWord as
their motto for Words’Worth 2016 where the main objective was to combine
English literature with modern popular games such as Charades or a scavenger
hunt in order to appeal to a larger demographic.
According to Harshita Lalwani and Aparna Bose, the Events co-heads, the
main focus in the previous years had been on fandom oriented events like Harry Potter, Game of Thrones etc. While it had been a huge success, the core
team this year decided to create events related to the English Language and
Literature with a twist of their own!
With this aim in mind, the main events of Words’Worth 2016, ‘Find Your Story’ and ‘Bing Bang Barney’, were conceptualised. Find Your Story was a
scavenger hunt that involved deciphering six clues that led to the final cluethe story. The clues were intricately designed in order to refer to an aspect of
the story like the setting, genre or a character. Each clue was carefully designed and created by Shyam Hajare, Midhila Muraleedharan and Sushrut Abhyankar under the guidance of Aparna.
The second main event ‘Bing Bang Barney’ was a sitcom quiz based on The
Big Bang Theory, Friends and How I Met Your Mother. The name of the event
was coined by the talented Marketing co-head, Shantanu Manke. This event
challenged the minds of our binge-watching generation and consisted of six
levels designed to test the knowledge of the participants at every step. It also
combined the art of poetry in the form of riddles where the participants had to
guess characters from the shows.
Other events of Words’Worth 2016 that require a special mention are
‘Origins’ and ‘Word-Hop’. The idea of Origins was put forth by Shrishti
Sundaresh, the Logistics Head. It involved turning a very technical aspect of
language, etymology, into an exciting scavenger hunt! Several archaic words
were given and the participants had to guess the modern version of the words
as well as take a photo of said word. The clues were prepared by Glen Fernandes, Sanika Thaware and Vaishnavi Dhas.

FEST INTERVIEWS (HEADS)
GERMANIA-SHIVANI DESHPANDE
Q: Did you come up with something new this year? If so, how did
you go about it?
A: We had a cooking competition and group singing competition
which were both judged by 5 German teachers. They were in Pune
along with a group of 25 German exchange students, who also were a
part of the singing and cooking competition.
They were in town around the same time as the fest and with the help
of Mrs. Savita Kelkar, who is in charge of exchange programmes, we
were able to invite them to the fest.
Q: How was the departmental fest received? Was it as expected?
A: The crowds received GerMania with great enthusiasm, It was better
than what we had expected.
Usually, all the events are in German but this year we conducted some
events in both English and German for the convenience of people who
don't know German. This, along with the prizes was a contributing factor for a better response.
Also, it was a good move on our part to have approached schools teachings German language, as many school children attended our events
with their parents, who gave great feedback and are looking forward to
the fest in future.
Q: Did you face any problems? If yes, how did you tackle them?
A: Yes, we had a relatively smaller number of volunteer s and it wasn't possible for them to be available all the time. To tackle this, I distributed the work related to art and craft, the preparation of questions for
the quiz etc. among the volunteers and asked them to do it at home as it
would be more convenient.
Also, we usually get prizes for participants and winners from DAAD
(the German Academic Exchange Service) but unfortunately couldn't
this year due to them shifting their office. We solved this problem by
managing with old prizes and approaching food joints for coupons and
pocket cards.

‘Word Hop’ was a completely new game and was conceptualised by Aparna
and myself on the second day of the fest! Two hours before the last day commenced, everyone was thinking of adding a new all-day event and that’s when
Word Hop was created with just a chalk, a board and several brilliant minds
working together. It was a unique take on the popular game of Hopscotch
where instead of numbers, the players had to jump on a set of words depending on the categories like authors, fruits, Greek Gods etc. within a minute.
All in all, Words’Worth 2016 pulled off an amazing set of events where the entire team had the time of their lives, right from planning till execution. The only question that remains is- ‘Where’s Words’Worth?’ #MovingForWord!
See you next year in 2017 with more exciting events in place!
Amala Reddie
SYBA

TATTVA - SAWANI LAD AND TOSHADA GADAGKAR
Q: Was your work based on the previous year’s fest or did you try
something new?
A: We borrowed some ideas from our seniors, we didn't change the
names of the events but modified some concepts here and there. We also
added a few new events.
We brainstormed together and, combining ideas and the material available from a friend's work, we came up with our popular "Speaking Tree".
Keeping the concepts of a good life and self-love in mind, we came up
with ‘Talk deep to me’ where we heard people out and discussed these
concepts with them. The aim was to make them introspect on these concepts and evaluate themselves.
Q: Were there any innovative methods used this year to publicize the
events?
A: Yes, We wor ked on Facebook to promote our fest, mainly by uploading a video where we interviewed random students to know their
take on philosophy and a good life while encouraging the students to
think along these lines.
This video helped publicize our theme greatly.
Q: How did you tackle the problems that you faced while planning?
A: We did not get any sponsor s and had to make do with the financial aid the college provided us with. To overcome this, we re-used most
of the posters from the previous year. Also, nearly all the prizes we gave
out were handmade by our volunteers.
We also had problems as our volunteers were working for other departments, and had to come up with a particular schedule to make sure nobody was caught between two departments.
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WALLSTREET - SRUJAN PALKAR
Q: What goals did you have in mind for Wallstreet 2016?
A: One of our biggest goals this year was to leave as big a legacy as
possible. From an incredibly strong Facebook page with more than 3,400
likes to a marketing blueprint that would benefit the next fest greatly, we'd
taken a lot of steps to ensure that Wallstreet will become stronger each
year. A major way to achieve this was to digitalize and document most, if
not all, of our major ideas.
Q: What did you do in order to increase the publicity for Wallstreet
2016?
A: Now that the fests are over, I feel comfor table in revealing just one
of our secrets. Many have noticed that the Wallstreet Facebook page
jumped from 700 to 3,400 likes in two weeks - we used our tech-knowhow to do this and simply united the 3 Facebook pages we had. Other departments already have single pages that are passed down to the next batch
and we ensured the same for Wallstreet. However, it was fun for us to see
everyone's surprise at the page's growth - it was a small, simple thing
which had an amazing impact!
Q: How was the departmental fest received? Was it as expected?
A: Thanks to the coor dination of the team dur ing the two main days,
the response of the crowds was incredible. It was absolute fun seeing people try to figure out phrases in the Whisper Challenge, doing an auction of
high-value cards in Seven Kingdoms, trying to figure out non-existent patterns in stock prices in Mock Stock and so many amazing moments! The
memories go on and on.
Q: What was your experience like as the head of the departmental
fest?
A: Absolutely incredible! Of the many things I've lear ned, I would
highlight that the journey is extremely important. The fest was for two
days, while the journey to it was 3 months long! Regardless of what I do
in life, I will remember this lesson; the lesson that the journey is long, yet
fleeting.
Leadership is something that I've always loved and Wallstreet taught me
how to go about it in a way that is efficient but not aggressive, calm but
not lazy and fun but not casual. I'm sure there are many more improvements to be made. Wallstreet 2016 was a stepping stone I'll never forget
and our team was the one that made the bad stuff tolerable and the good
stuff memorable.

PSY-FY-AANANDINI THAKARE
Q: How did you come up with the idea of the 'PsyWizard Tournament’, one of the main highlights of Psy-Fy ’16?
A: My co-head Mallika and I always wanted to attempt something
unique which had never been done before. That’s when we thought of
a Harry Potter inspired tournament with our very own live maze.
Q: What was the most challenging aspect of creating the maze?
A: Designing the maze layout was a cakewalk but the actual implementation was a huge task! It was difficult buying the required material like metal frames and cardboard as we were on a tight budget. However, we were lucky to get the frames at a discounted price!
Q: What was different this year regarding the trademark event
‘Murder She Wrote’?
A: Well, we made the stor y more convoluted by including a lot of
twists and turns. Huma, our events head last year set a great example
and we tried our very best to live up to that.
Q: Any final words regarding your journey with Psy-Fy?
A: Initially, it felt like we were on a sinking ship. However, we
managed to pull it off and it all sailed smoothly in the end! A huge
shoot out to my fabulous core team who were always there for each
other and without whom none of this would have been possible.

PSY-FY – JOHAN JAGAD
(VOLUNTEER)
Q: You mentioned that you were one of the characters in ‘Murder,
She Wrote’. How did you go about this?
A: I was given the role of a gangster. Along with the other actor s, I
was trained in various aspects of the event, such as the portrayal of our
characters, what questions the participants may ask us, how to shift
suspicion onto the other characters, etc.
Q: ‘Murder, She Wrote’ is a very intricate and well-planned event
of Psy-Fy. Having been an important part of it, what was your experience like?
A: We had prepared a lot, and felt like we were ready for anything. We played our roles very well and more than an individual experience, it was a group effort. We had fun in the groups assigned to
us. I think that's the aim of Psy-Fy - to give the volunteers a platform
to get creative and have fun along the way. Overall, it was great!
Q: What was your overall experience like as a volunteer?
A: We'd all done some pretty amazing wor k, so it was really fun.
We were treated well, and receiving coupons and a certificate at the
end of everything was a plus point. Then again, I didn't volunteer just
for that reason. It was a good break from studies and a great way to
meet and work with new people.
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BITS N BYTES - PARTH PANGARE
(VOLUNTEER)
Q: Were any new tactics used for marketing and publicity this
year, compared to the previous years?
A: The tactics used were, for the better par t, the same as the previous years. Since this time's theme was around superheroes, we decided to spice things up a little bit — one of the volunteers cosplayed as
the Joker and visited colleges to publicise our fest. This made things
more
creative
and
fun.
Q: You also volunteered for various events like ‘Finder's Keepers’
and ‘MegaMind’ - could you briefly describe what both of them
are about?
A: ‘Infinity Hunt,’ better known as ‘Finders' Keepers,’ is a treasure
hunt that always welcomes most of the crowds that visit us. This year,
we saw 37 teams with 3 members each. The game had elimination
rounds and interesting clues that pertained to superpowers certain heroes have, thus keeping up with our Superhero theme.
Q:How did you tackle the problems that you faced?
A: The main problem we faced was in a game where people had to
shoot balls into a bucket - we lost a few balls, but solved the problem
by re-using the few balls we had left. ‘Too many participants’ — was
another issue that we tackled by hosting elimination rounds in the
events. The final issue was the heat, the unbearable heat led to us hosting
fewer
participants
in
the
afternoon.

WALLSTREET - NIHAL KOTHAVALE
(VOLUNTEER)
Q: Were any innovative methods used for Logistics this year,
as
compared
to
the
previous
years?
A: Yes, unlike the previous year s, we maintained a systematic
management record and ensured that the materials we bought for
‘Wallstreet’ 2016 could be used for ‘Wallstreet’2017, too. We even
used a better colour co-ordination for our backdrops and banners.
Q: You mentioned you volunteered for ‘MockStock’—could
you briefly describe what the event is about?
A: ‘MockStock’ is fundamentally related to the stock exchange,
where the participants pose as buyers for 5 companies with shares,
observe the companies' rates, buy and sell shares accordingly to
earn the maximum profit. We displayed the exchange of stocks
and other details on a blackboard in the classroom where it was
held, and distributed sheets for participants to do the necessary
calculations. There were a total of 16 rounds divided into 2 halves,
with each round lasting 4 minutes. The team with the maximum
profit was declared the winner.
Q: Were you involved in creating the events? If so, what was
your experience like
A: I was involved in creating the events r ight from scr atch. I
found it exciting to present ideas and help materialise them. Observing my seniors helped inspire more innovative ideas regarding
events. We found it a little difficult to plan ‘MockStock,’but the
seniors helped us and we pulled it off well.

CHIMERA - SIMRAN NARVEKAR
(VOLUNTEER)
Q: You volunteered for the ‘Infinite Race’. Could you briefly
explain what it was about?
A: This event was the highlight of Chimer a 2016. It was a
Harry Potter themed event - a combination of a treasure hunt,
crosswords and races. Many people appreciated the great effort
put into it, and participated in it. It also brought back fond memories for our participants.

Q: What was your overall experience like as a volunteer this
year?
A: The exper ience was life-changing for me as the 3 months I
worked for during the fest was one of the best moments of my life.
With the help of the seniors, I improved my management skills,
patience and willpower. This led to a good experience, and I also
enjoyed working with everyone on the team.

Q: Did you face any problems during the event? If yes, how
did you tackle them?
A: Nobody is per fect; all of us make mistakes. But we had
back-up. The main problem we faced was miscommunication at
some points. But we sorted things out in time.
Q: What was your experience like as a volunteer this year?
A: In a wor d, I'd call it " Chimer a-tastic". The Chimera in itself
is a Greek mythical monster - a fire-breathing female monster
with a lion's head, a goat's body and a serpent's tail. Like this
mix, we all had different views and ways of working but everything came together to create a great experience worth remembering. It was fun.

Interviews conducted by Amala Reddie and Sukanya
Garg
SYBA
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MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS
YOUTH AND MENTAL HEALTH
Good mental health is fundamental to the quality of life. It contributes to the ability to find satisfying social roles in life and allows people to form positive relationships with others. For young people who
are still developing socially, emotionally and physically, the development of a mental health problem or disorder can disrupt and seriously
impede their social development, education, family relationships and
vocational path. Mental health issues have effects not only on affected young people but their families, friends and the wider community.
Statistical evidence shows that around 75 percent of all severe mental
illnesses start before the age of 24. By the age of 21, over half of the
young population experiences a diagnosable psychiatric disorder. But
it is also a fact that young people do not readily contact appropriate
services to support their mental health needs. This is really unacceptable in a country like India where the maximum population is the
youth. This happens because there is stigma and myths attached to
mental health issues. In order to be aware, facts should be understood.
Facts about mental health:








Mental illness is caused by biological, social and environmental
factors.
With the right kind of help, most people do recover and lead
healthy, productive and satisfying lives.

TEARS
Pearl-like drops worth more than money
But the way we lose them, isn’t it funny?
Coming out when our emotions get uncontrolled
When our happiness or sorrow we cannot withhold.
During our times of joy and times of pain
Tears flowing like precious drops of rain:
They come out, fall down and then disappear,
Perhaps making life’s insight somewhat clearer.
A new ray of hope they bring out in me
With an urge to break shackles and being free.
But whenever I have tears in my eyes
I have the feeling that I’m taken by surprise!
And every time I vow not to lose these drops again,
They come out even more like the incessant rain.
Emotions run high during moments like such
Stifling them is difficult, try though I may as much.
Deboshree Chatterjee
FYBA

People with a mental illness are not more violent or dangerous
than the rest of the population. They are more likely to harm
themselves — or to be harmed — than they are to hurt other people.
With appropriate treatment and support, people with mental illness can live successfully in the community.

POEM
I'm an alleged, mystic madness, shunned by the ones
who breathed my embers into a full-blown fire

Samruddhi Kangude

while trying to rightly contain me

FYBA

in the wrong string of words.
Torn between the voices in my head
and the whispers behind my back;
I swivel back and forth from reality
on a not so merry-go-round,
pushed over the edge by the crossroads
of mayhem and memory.
"It's all in your mind", I hear them say
and I find my denial acquiescing to the accusation.
Tell me thoughWould I rather be safe in a plight
I can call my own?
Or be clawed at by helping hands
which are a stigmatising Stone Age
away from my home?
Vrutti Joshi
MA Part II (PSYCHOLOGY)
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REVIEW OF ‘THE TEMPEST’
The Tempest, one of Shakespeare’s final plays, is a master stroke. The play
is woven together skillfully by the tradition of romance, fantasy, tragicomedy, and mystery. Shakespeare is an enchanter at the zenith of his craft, as he
astonishes us with this tour de force.
The English department of Symbiosis College of Arts and Commerce
(SCAC) came up with its very first Shakespearean theatre production during
its Annual Literature Festival ‘Alfaaz’. The Tempest, which was staged on
the 27thof December 2016, was edited and shortened to an hour. Vasudev
Menon, a stage veteran who directed the play, is an alumnus of the Royal
Scottish Academy of Music & Drama, and the Edinburgh Acting School,
UK. As the year 2016 commemorated the 400th death anniversary of Shakespeare, the students of SCAC as well as Fergusson College worked on the
play for a month.
Set on an exotic, remote island, Prospero plots vengeance and brings happiness to his daughter Miranda, using illusions and skilled orchestrations.
What makes this play truly riveting is its range of characters from the spirit
Ariel, the villainous Caliban, to the hilarious Stephano and Trinculo.
This production of The Tempest takes strength from its aesthetic visuals,
movements, colours and moods. Any Shakespeare play can become a challenging task with its wide range of interpretations. Nevertheless, this ensemble of amateur actors rises to the occasion.
Mr. Menon brings something new to the party with Ariel, played by Rhea
Gangavkar. Ariel’s character has been given a new dimension, as the last
monologue which is originally by Prospero, is presented by Ariel. This representation of Ariel has something more to offer than most other representations over the years.
The Tempest has far more humour than what would seem apparent on a casual reading, and Mr. Menon brings out this element in the play effortlessly.
As a matter of fact, most laughter from the audience came at largely unexpected moments.
What further sets the mood is the music. Shivangi Kale, who strummed the
ukulele, provided a tender and alluring background score.
On a rather personal note, two very fine performances offered were: Mihika
Chandorkar’s hilarious portrayal of Stephano and Rhea Gangavkar’s profound portrayal of Ariel.
This production captures the enchantment, humour as well as the underlying
tragedy of Shakespeare’s sublime play. With well-devised, creative effects
and quieter moments of reflection of the characters, the play offers us exemplary and inventive direction.

BOOK LIST CHALLENGE 2017
A month into the new year and already most of us are floundering with our
New Year's resolutions. Well, some resolutions are just meant to be broken.
However, there's an interesting surprise awaiting you all...
Fellow bibliophiles, it's time for 2017's Book List challenge! We at Quiver
will give you various categories of books to choose from. So, gear yourselves up, here comes the resolution that you will find too appealing to
break!
Segments of the challenge will be launched every month to make it more
engaging. The challenge starts with four categories and accordingly, four
books are to be read every month. Quite feasible, right? Let's set this in
motion!
The four categories are as following:
I. A book you started but could never finish
Is there a book that you left unfinished? Well, this is a good time to pick up
that book and give it another shot.

Sanika Thaware

We did a bit of a research, and the top unfinished books are:
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a. Crime and Punishment by Fyodor Dostoyevsky
b. Great Expectations by Charles Dickens
c. The God of Small Things by Arundhati Roy
II. A book from your childhood
How about a walk down the memory lane?
The top books under this category are:
a. The Harry Potter series by J K Rowling
b. The Famous Five by Enid Blyton
c. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl
III. A book with bad reviews
We affiliate ourselves very well with the "what will people say?!" syndrome, but why follow the herd? Follow your instincts! The top 3 books
that initially had bad reviews are:
a. Gone With the Wind by Margaret Mitchell
b. The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret Atwood
c. Catch 22 by Joseph Heller
IV. A book that is a 100 years old
Instead of celebrating one in a hundred, we have three for you in store.
And the top books are:
a. Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
b. Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift
c. Peter Pan by J M Barrie
That's all folks, we hope you find this challenge engaging and encouraging
for the bookworm within!
Arunima Rayalu
MA Part I (ENGLISH)
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THE PROMISE

SO WHAT DID YOU LEARN TODAY?
Mahatma Gandhi once said, "Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if
you were to live forever”. The process of learning goes beyond that of schools
and colleges. It is a lifelong practice that makes us human and our lives worthwhile.
One of the most exquisite joys of life is to learn without even trying. For example, the expressions of the chai-wallah which change as he serves tea to different
people helps us to understand human nature. The thirst for knowledge is unquenchable and we all seek to learn something new every day. Yet, in recent
times due to our hectic lifestyle, it has become difficult to actually stop and absorb something new and worthwhile.
However, there are many easy ways of adopting a "Learner Lifestyle". Here are
a few steps:
1. Read a book
It is often too easy to say something but even more difficult to stick to it. Many
a times, we start a reading a book but give up after a couple of pages. Follow
your interests, finish reading the book one late night and see how it changes
you!

As the sun set in 2016
And rose in the wondrous new year
2017 was bright, fresh, and finally here!
The wintry morning seemed to make a promise,
That shone in the sky's surreal iris.
It was a promise that waved aside
The sombre days that the old year showed
And seemed to suggest,
We could take the newly created road
That winds amazingly on and on
Until eve takes the place of morn...
And as we tread, in the distance we see
The warm, promising glow of dawn.
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2. Browse the Internet
There's a plethora of online sites where you can learn something new in under
10 minutes. ‘HowStuffWorks’ can be a great start for school and college students where they can gain an extensive knowledge about various things. The
iMind is another site whose concept of deliver ing shor t, high quality audio
books is an interesting way for busy people to absorb new information. Another
site, 5min bills itself as a "life videopedia," where it essentially hosts instructional DIY (Do It Yourself) how-to videos from sites all over the internet.
3. Wikipedia
It merits a special mention because of the wide variety of topics available and
their accurate detailing of all the concerned aspects. Let WikiHow surprise you
with random facts and more. Learn how to make clear ice-cubes the next time
you plan a party!
4. YouTube
Watching videos on sites like YouTube, Dailymotion enhance our overall learning experience as we tend to remember things that we've seen and heard and not
just read. Now, you can watch videos for fun games after sorting out the icecubes for the party.
5. Games and apps
The key to learning anything new is to find the loopholes in your general
knowledge and correcting them by playing games like Quizup, Stumbleupon
and Wunderlist. These apps require practical application of your general
knowledge in a creative and fun way.

LITERALLY FACTS

6. Television
Tune in to channels like The History Channel and TLC to know about the glory
of the past as well as the wonders of the future. From the mysteries of
"Incredible India" to quantum physics; such educational channels cater to a wide
palate of interests. All we need to do is to figure out our own interests.
7. Keep up with daily News
Tune in to News channels for at least 10 minutes every day so that you don't
miss out on anything that's happening around you. Update yourself about the
world and national affairs daily by reading newspapers or browsing through various News apps



If you were to write out every single number name in full (one,
two, three, four..) you wouldn't reach a single letter B until one
billion!



The past tense of the English word ‘dare’ is ‘durst’.



The first known person to use the word ‘outsider’ was Jane Austen in a letter in 1800.



The English language is split into three large time periods, each
represented by a main author or work: Old English (Beowulf),
Middle English (Geoffrey Chaucer) and Modern English (William
Shakespeare)



As a schoolboy, Roald Dahl, author of ’Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory’ was a taste-tester for Cadbury’s chocolate.



Poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge joined the army under the name Silas Tomkyn Cumberbatch.

8. Interact
We learn more when we talk with our friends and family about their interests
and ideas. Sometimes talking to strangers can help us gain a completely new
perspective to life.
No matter what the purpose of learning is, we should always strive to learn
something new daily. By incorporating a habit of learning into our daily routine,
we can enrich our life with fresh ideas and inspiration.
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